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INTRODUCTION

Background of the study
 Science is the bedrock of technologicaldevelopment.  Science is a dynamic humanactivity
concerned with understanding the working of our world today. Countriesall over the world
are striving to improve their technological know-how andthis can only be achieved through a
solid foundation in science and technologystudies. Having a solid foundation in sciences
entails making students havekeen interest in science (by extension Integrated Science) right
from theirJunior Secondary School level of education. Many research findings have
shownthat Secondary School Students exhibit dwindling interest in science subjects. One of
the basic qualities of a curriculum is dynamism, thereforethere is need to examine those
activities that could promote Science teachingin junior Secondary Schools
Nigerian EducationalSystem has gone through various developments and changes viz-a-viz
curriculumissues. The dynamic nature of the curriculum process informs the concept
ofeffective planning of integrated science curriculum in secondary schools.
This is so because science education plays a vital role in the lives ofindividuals and the
development of a nation scientifically and technologically(Aleboisu and Ifamuyiwa, 2008). It
is widely and generally acknowledged thatthe gateway to the survival of a nation
scientifically and technologically isscientific literacy which can only be achieved through
science education. Thisstarts from giving students a good foundation in integrated science
from juniorsecondary level. 
But government in this direction can not be said to have yielded much fruitsgiven the
dwindling nature of student’s performance in integrated science injunior secondary school
and the low rate of students offering science in seniorsecondary school as well as their
performance in core science subjects. 
Disturbed by this ugly development, researchers in the field of scienceeducation in Nigeria
embarked on series of studies to find the logic behindthis ugly development. They found that
the problem stemmed from the first formof science a child comes across at the junior
secondary school level that isintegrated science. Integrated science provide students sound
basis for furtherscience education study, hence a child that is not well grounded in
integratedscience at this level would not show interest in offering core science
subject(Biology, Chemistry and Physics) at Senior Secondary Schol level which arepre-
requisites for studying science oriented courses at the Nation’s tertiaryinstitutions. 
They also found that lack of qualified teachers, lack of practical work as wellas lack of
equipments and facilities for teaching, insufficient allotment oftime for integrated science on
the school time table and poor methods ofteaching are the major factors militating against
the successive implementationof the core curriculum in integrated science (Ajuwape and
Olatoye, 2004). 
It is against this background that the researcher seeks to investigate thesubject matter of this



research: The impact of effective planning andcurriculum development on teaching and
learning of integrated science insecondary school.
Of coursethe importance of science in Nigerian educational system cannot be
overemphasized. In fact Abdullahi (1982) argued that science teaching is essentialand could
be an instrument through which technology, economical and politicalbreak through can be
achieved. To him, if sciences or technology has helpedother western countries like United
Kingdom, America, Japan and Germany togreatness then there is need to examine those
factors that can assist inpromoting enrollment of Students in sciences and effective teaching
in Tertiaryinstitutions.
In education, not only must somebody(Teacher) be doing something but in return, something
(Student Learning) mustalso be happening as directed through a prescribed curriculum.
Across thenation the importance of Science in life is far reaching, not only because welive in
an age where every technological discovery and innovation has somethingto do with
Science but rather because Sciences promote understanding of theworld we live in. In short
if Science programme are properly handled andeffectively implemented it is expected to give
students things to think aboutand do and at the same time encourage acquisition of
necessary skills.
Traditionally the style of teaching inthe past follows a pattern such that a teacher sees
himself/herself as a soleauthority, therefore teaching is seen as telling and learning implies
passive“listening”. According to Silva (1982), today’s knowledge about man and
hisenvironment is dated back to the pre-historical time and a lot of theimprovements made
so far are through the process of inquiry and discoveryrather than through trial and error.
This suggests that if students are tolearn science in tertiary institutions the way it ought to
be, they need to beshown the way or view of scientists of the late 20th century.
In other words, for students to learnscience effectively, they would have to be taught
appropriately using the rightmethodology, selection of appropriate instructional materials and
using theright evaluation techniques. More importantly there would be need for
criticalthinking through experimentation and the prescribed contents should allow
thestudents to observe, classify, formulate, experiment and interprete theimportant steps or
skills in scientific enquiry which the early scientists.
From experience there are indicationssuggesting that learning by listening can never be as
effective as learning by“doing”. Although the new science programme at all levels of
education nolonger see the students as subjects to be filled with facts, efforts are beingmade
to help the learners develop an understanding and appreciation of theworld through practical
experiences.
Purposeof the study
Specifically,this study sought to find out the impactof effective planning and curriculum
development on teaching and learning ofintegrated science in secondary schools in Enugu
State.
Statementof Problem
 



Integrated Science have been taught in Junior Secondary Schools since 1972 inorder to
inculcate science knowledge and encourage students to offer sciencesubjects in Senior
Secondary School (Ifamuyiwa, 2008). 
But inspite of this, government effort cannot be said to have yielded muchfruits given the
dwindling nature of students’ performance in integratedscience which has a negative effect
on the future performance of those offeringcore science and consequently poor performance
in core subjects in WAEC andNECO examination which are prerequisites for studying in the
Nation’s tertiaryinstitutions. This has been attributed to myriad of problems ranging from
lackof qualified teachers, lack of equipments and facilities for teaching, lack ofpractical
works, insufficient allotment of time for integrated science on theschool time table and poor
teaching methods. The reasons for the lack of interest in science amongstudents included:
lack of qualified teachers, lack of practical works,insufficient allotment of time for Integrated
Science on the school time-table andpoor method of teaching, non/poor use of instructional
materials .The majorfactors militating the successful implementation of the core curriculum
inIntegrated Science. For a start, there was therefore, the need to investigatethe impact of
planning on teaching and curriculum development of teaching andlearning Integrated
Science in Junior Secondary schools in Enugu State. 
Significance of the study
 

This study: 
i.Determined, for the first time, theimpact of effective planning and curriculum development on
teaching andlearning of integrated science in secondary schools in Enugu State.
ii.The suggestions that emanated from the result ofits findings would help both teachers and students in
the processes of teachingand learning Integrated Science.
iii. Also, the suggestions emanating from theresult of its findings, if adequately implemented would help
government inpolicy planning, science curriculum development and implementation
 

CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

ProblemsHindering Effective Implementation of Integrated Science Programme
Among thefactors affecting Science or integrated science teaching in Nigeria are:
1. Poorplanning.
2.Methodology used in teaching (science teaching).
3. Lackof infrastructure, laboratory and facilities.
4. Periodallocated for Science teaching.
1) POORPLANNING
Planningmakes for effectiveness and efficiency of a programme. Many of the
scienceprogrammed introduced in the early 70s failed and did not see the light of theday due
to poor planning and implementation. According to Ukeje(2000) noeducational programme
can be effectively executed without adequate planning.
2)METHODOLOGY IN SCIENCE TEACHING
Accordingto Yoloye (1978), Integrated Science as a subject was introduced to improve
thequality of science teaching in Nigeria, at the Junior Secondary School. Whereit is taught



in higher institutions as a course or programme, it is meant tohave adequate and well trained
teachers who would have acquired necessaryskills to handle the subject more effectively.
The wayand manner a teacher handles a course/subject goes a long way in promoting
ordiscouraging students from offering sciences (Olorundare, 1998). In thenational policy on
education, the Federal Government (FRN, 1985) emphasizedthat teachers of integrated
science are expected to use activity-orientedapproach such as demonstration, discovery and
problem solving. In sciencegenerally the focus should be on how to develop in the students
ability toapply simple scientific principles in a new situation and acquired scientificattitude in
solving problems.
Accordingto Waston (1971) the two main methods that have been proved to be useful
inteaching science concept include the act of:
1.Informing the students about some selected facts, principles, laws and conceptsso that
students only have to listen and memorize where necessary.
2.Providing experiences or appropriate situation that could encourage thestudents to
discover by themselves through observation, manipulation,experimentation and discovery.
 

Besidesthat analysis of some of the newly introduced science curricula in Nigeriadirectly or
indirectly advocated for a specific approach to teaching, dependingon the subject concerned.
In all, each calls for active students’ participationthrough experimentation and discussion as
against the use of lecture method orstorytelling. Science teachers therefore are encouraged
to assist the studentsto acquire scientific knowledge through purposeful use of all or most of
theirfive senses. In this paper attempt is made to discuss integrated science as acourse
which embraces many science subject. Integrated science is taught as oneof the science
subjects at the junior secondary school level and offer as acourse in the tertiary institutions
in order to have well trained and qualifiedintegrated science teachers.
Generallyin the activity based approach to science teaching, lessons are designed insuch a
way that through their mental processes students discover concepts andprinciples, make
necessary observation, learn to organize and carryoutinvestigations, which in turn aids better
retention. Talking about integratedscience teaching Bajah (1983) argued that the course was
introduced in theschool curriculum with the intention that it will help satisfy the aims
andaspirations of the child as well as that of the society in which a child lives.
Integratedscience is defined as an approach to science teaching in which concepts
andprinciples are presented so as to stress the fundamental unity of scientific thoughtwithout
necessarily making a distinction between various scientific fields.
Inintegrated science, each scientific concept is selected and discussed to showthe inter-
relationship among the three basic science subjects, namely biology,chemistry and physics
(Bajah, 1978).
Accordingto Bajah, (1978), the meaning of “integration” in integrated science has to dowith
the belief that:
Severalsciences are characterized by a common methodology and that their
contentsrepresent a whole and become meaningful when interrelated (p. 27).



To showthat it is one thing to have a good plan and it is another thing to put in topractice the
recommended strategies in the classroom, OKeke (1973) revealedthat many teachers
handling science in schools have discouraged some studentsfrom offering science subjects
mainly because of their approach to teachingthus not allowing the country to have adequate
science teachers across thestates in Nigeria.
In factMani (1981), in a study carried out at Kano revealed that integrated sciencehas not
been taught as intended and that lesson presentations are mostlyteacher-centered which
was not in line with the philosophy of integratedscience.
Inanother study carried out by Odubunmi (1980) it was found that:
(a)Students were not actively involved in the lesson and in most cases, thelecture method
was used.
(b) Mostinstitutions sampled did not allocate double period of practical for integratedscience
on their school time table.
(c) Uptill then, there were no enough trained and qualified integrated scienceteachers.
To showthe importance of order of presentation during classroom instruction,
somepsychologists like Piaget, Pavlov, Skinner and others recommended that
schoolinstruction and contents should consider the age range of the learners, theirinterest,
social and educational background. The reason being that whatever isto be taught should
not be above the age level of the students to allow foreasy understanding, assimilation and
acquisition of necessary skills. To sum itup, all the three areas of Bloom’s Taxonomy of
educational objectives namely
(1)Cognitive
(2)Affective and
(3)Psychomotor should be considered in science teaching.
In otherwords active involvement of the students in an opened process oriented and
practicalactivities is necessary in the development of creative thinking in learners.The
problems in most schools has been that the teachers are not performing toexpectation and
not implementing schools programmes the way it ought to be.
The abovestatement is supported by the argument raised by Ogunniyi (1978) that
moreprogress would have been made in implementing integrated science programme ifnot
for the following inhibiting factors:
1. poorteacher’s preparation.
2. lackof teaching experience by many teachers who teach the course.
3. toomany activities to be performed within a limited time allocated to the courseon the
school time table.
4. moreemphasis on process to almost a total exclusion of product of science.
Anotherimportant factor that is known to be affecting the teaching of sciences in mostof the
tertiary institutions is the availability of facilities or instructionalmaterials.
3)INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS, LABORATORY AND FACILITIES
Classroomteaching and learning demands a lot of materials for arousing or motivating
theinterest of the learner for concretizing learning experience, retention andtransfer of



knowledge. Although there are some improvements or progress made inthis area, more are
still needed in the area of provision of Textbooks,laboratory manuals, Chemicals and
Specimens. According to Nwosu (2002)inadequate supply of learning material leads to
student poor performance.Definitely there is bound to be a problem, even if a teacher
possesses goodmastery of the subject matter but cannot get appropriate and
adequatematerials, equipment, laboratory hardware’s, specimens and chemicals with
whichhe can demonstrate what he/she wanted the students to learn. Among the factorsthat
are commonly spoken of in the literature for mass failure or poorperformance in ‘science
practical’s or external examinations include inadequatelaboratory equipment, specimens,
student size or population in a class andincompetency on the part of some teachers
(Ogunniyi, 1978).
Insupport of the above, Bajah (1983) reported that when the instructional orLaboratory
materials and specimens are made readily available and usedappropriately, they serve as
an effective means of showing the students how thescientists work or how theories are
derived. Not only that, ether in Biology,Chemistry, Physics or other science related course
when students are widelyexposed to practical works they would acquire all the necessary
skills andretained them very well all that they were taught.
It is forthis reason that science teachers are expected to organize science content andselect
appropriate methodology in such a way that students practice rather thanmerely learning
science. Practical works among other things provide studentswith the opportunities of
engaging on experimentation, observation andinvestigation thus improving their scientific
skills for the future use.
Someaspects of scientific attitudes and skills that can be developed by thestudents when
fully engaged in student centered or activity based practical activitiesinclude: Curiosity, open
mindedness, objectivity, honesty and precision.
4) LESSONPERIOD (TIME)
One ofthe problems identified in the teaching of sciences particularly Integratedscience is
time factor. Most teachers often complain that the teaching periodsallocated for integrated
science on the school time table is three (3) hoursinstead of the five(5) hours suggested by
the curriculum committee. When thereis much to be covered particularly at the approach of
the final JSC Exam, thereis tendency for teachers to adopt lecture instead of the child
centeredapproach.
Inconclusion, there is need for science teachers to be conscious of theirclassroom
behaviors, select appropriate methodology depending on the topic tobe taught and provide
enough time for laboratory work to promote scienceteaching and learning. The habit of
having to borrow laboratory specimens,equipment and chemical most especially when the
examination is approachingshould be discouraged.
3.Conclusion and Recommendations
Thedecision making procedure in Nigeria society are inadequate for people appearnot to be
interested in wanting to change from their old ways of doing things.All teacher education
programmes should be capable of helping in producing newbreeds of teachers, category of



teachers who are community conscious, qualifiedto carry out effective job; energetic; and
innovative. That is those who areinterested in teaching not because they could not get
alternative job.
Theimportance of the study of sciences in Nigerian tertiary institutions andhandling of the
science courses the way it ought to be handled cannot beover-emphasized. The progress
made so far in the advanced countries like China,Japan, UK and America is as a result of
the efforts and emphasis put in toscience learning. All the science teachers across the nation
should endeavor topromote development of certain skills through the way they handle
theirteaching.
On thebasis of what had been discussed, it is hereby recommended that:
(a) allthe apparatus, equipment, chemicals and specimen should be made readilyavailable
before the commencement of laboratory work.
(b)students should be made to observe critically and take good care of pets oranimals that
are kept in the school for practical.
(c) wherestudents had to study wild animals, necessary agreement should be made for
thestudents to go on field trip or excursion to a zoo.
(d)proper dressing in the laboratory and maintenance of laboratory materialsfollowing their
usage should be encouraged among the students.
(e)effort should be made to promote transfer of knowledge by allowing the studentsto see
the relationship between what is learned in the classroom and thechallenges ahead in future.
(f)effort should be made to present topics as spelt out in the subject curriculumor course
outline.
(g)teacher should show interest in teaching and teach in such a way that thestudents are
encouraged to acquire the right attitude and skills.
(h) formost topics students should be encouraged to observe, read supplementarymaterials,
record information, investigate and make self-independent study.
(i) allthe tertiary institution should make available to the public all teachereducation
programmes in their institution for easy comparison and to enablepeople make their choice.
(j)teachers should be required to be more actively involved in the process ofchange,
probably through a lively and more recognized professionalassociations.
 

(k)Journals and publications by publishing houses in higher institutions oflearning should be
made available such that the lecturers can learn from andupdate their knowledge toward
helping the future teachers perform their jobsmore effectively.
Finally,what matter is not only to know what to do but doing it right and using strategythat will
bring about the desired learning. For there is urgent need toconstantly examine what actually
is in operation in the classrooms in terms ofinstructional strategy, teachers dedication to
work and the efforts made inensuring accessibility of all laboratory materials. This is
necessary for thestudents to be able to observe, experiment, manipulate, interpret and
makeconclusion, in addition to learning appropriate skills for immediate or futureuse. 
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